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Summary
Multiple professional groups and societies worldwide have produced airway management guidelines. These
are typically targeted at the process of tracheal intubation by a particular provider group in a restricted category
of patients and reflect practice preferences in a particular geographical region. The existence of multiple
distinct guidelines for some (but not other) closely related circumstances, increases complexity and may
obscure the underlying principles that are common to all of them. This has the potential to increase cognitive
load; promote the grouping of ideas in silos; impair teamwork; and ultimately compromise patient care.
Development of a single set of airway management guidelines that can be applied across and beyond these
domains may improve implementation; promote standardisation; and facilitate collaboration between airway
practitioners from diverse backgrounds. A global multidisciplinary group of both airway operators and
assistants was assembled. Over a 3-year period, a review of the existing airway guidelines and multiple reviews
of the primary literature were combined with a structured process for determining expert consensus. Any
discrepancies between these were analysed and reconciled. Where evidence in the literature was lacking,
recommendations were made by expert consensus. Using the above process, a set of evidence-based airway
management guidelines was developed in consultation with airway practitioners from a broad spectrum of
disciplines and geographical locations. While consistent with the recommendations of the existing English
language guidelines, these universal guidelines also incorporate the most recent concepts in airway
management as well as statements on areas not widely addressed by the existing guidelines. The
recommendations will be published in four parts that respectively address: airway evaluation; airway strategy;
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airway rescue and communication of airway outcomes. Together, these universal guidelines will provide a
single, comprehensive approach to airway management that can be consistently applied by airway
practitioners globally, independent of their clinical background or the circumstances in which airway
management occurs.
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What other guidelines are available on
this topic?
Worldwide, several professional groups and societies have

produced airway management guidelines. Most of these

efforts have targeted a particular provider group and

category of patients, and reflect practice preferences in a

particular geographical region. Typically, application of

these guidelines is restricted to circumstances where the

intended airway is a tracheal tube and management

challenges are either anticipated or have already been

encountered.

Why is this guideline beingdeveloped?
Irrespective of the discipline of practitioners conducting

airway management or the context in which this is being

performed, the underlying principles governing airway

decision-making remain constant. The universal airway

guidelines aim to promote safe and effective management

of airways by application of these principles to all episodes

of airway management by teams of airway practitioners

across all disciplines. In addition to making

recommendations easier to recall and implement,

emphasising common principles is intended to facilitate

standardisation and collaboration across disciplines and

locations as well as providing consistent guidance to airway

practitioners, regardless of context. This includes

circumstances for which no specific guidelines currently

exist. These universal airway guidelines also aim to highlight

areas where evidence for best practice is incomplete and

guide future research.

Consistent with previous publications, the term ‘airway

management’ in these guidelines refers to techniques that

predominantly relate to the extrathoracic airway, performed

by specially trained airway practitioners.

Howwill this differ fromexisting
guidelines?
This guideline has been developed to be consistently

applied to any episode of airway management undertaken

by trained airway practitioners, whether routine or

challenging, without restriction to a specific provider

background, patient type or geographical region and

independent of the intended airway type or other

contextual factors (Table 1). It incorporates the most recent

concepts in airway management, including statements on

areas not widely addressed by the existing guidelines.

Disclaimer
These guidelines do not represent minimum standards of

practice nor are they a substitute for sound clinical

judgement. Although they articulate key principles to

inform clinical practice, theremay be legitimate reasons that

providers select alternative approaches in certain contexts.

All recommendations assume that airway practitioners have

appropriate training and experience with the relevant

devices and techniques.

Introduction
Guidelines for cardiopulmonary resuscitation practice have

long been co-ordinated by groups of global experts leading

to relative standardisation of care across all geographies,

providers, patient types and clinical circumstances. More

recently, a similar approach has been taken to the

management of sepsis [1]. In contrast, guidelines for airway

management have traditionally been independently

developed by professional groups or societies representing

a particular geographical region and/or practitioner group,

with different guidelines being intended for application to

specific patient types or contexts [2, 3]. Since the ASA
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published its original Practice Guidelines for Management

of the Difficult Airway in 1993 [4], there has been a profusion

of distinct guidelines, each targeting specific patient groups

(adult; paediatric; obstetric; trauma; critically ill; obese),

particular clinical disciplines (anaesthesia; emergency

medicine; intensive care medicine; prehospital care) and

reflecting practice preferences in discrete geographical

regions [3]. Typically, each addresses the circumstance in

which challenges managing the airway are anticipated or

have arisen, without necessarily explicitly reinforcing

standard principles to be embedded in routine episodes of

airwaymanagement.

Limitations of context-specific
guidelines
Individually, the current airway guidelines are valuable tools

promoting safe, effective care in the defined contexts that

each addresses. However, by approaching each distinct

airway management situation in isolation, collectively these

documents have the potential to obscure the common

principles each advocates, that are applicable to all airway

management decisions. This may impede shared learning

between specialty areas and compromise cognitive

efficiency. The human brain seeks pattern recognition,

particularly in time-pressured situations [5]. Attempts to

memorise, recall and implement multiple separate

protocols for closely related circumstances as if they were

unique events creates the potential for confusion and

contributes to cognitive overload [3, 6, 7]. Embedding the

common themes present in existing guidelines [3] into a

single resource and highlighting a limited number of

situation-specific caveats and exceptions should help

optimise real-world performance.

The specificity of traditional guidelines also restricts

their application beyond the circumstances for which they

have been developed. References to ‘induction of general

anaesthesia’ and ‘surgery’ in anaesthesia-oriented

guidelines [8] for example, can diminish their perceived

relevance to airway practitioners working in other

disciplines. This specificity also provides a potential source

of ambiguity in situations to whichmultiple guidelines could

reasonably apply [9]. Conversely, the existing guidelines do

not address several common circumstances, most notably

use of a supraglottic airway rather than a tracheal tube as the

intended device in elective operating room airway

management. With rare exceptions, current guidelines deal

exclusively with the situation where the goal of airway

management is tracheal intubation. This focus on tracheal

intubation dates back to the original published failed

tracheal intubation drill by Tunstall in 1976 [10].

Furthermore, the designation of most current guidelines as

applying to management of the ‘difficult’ airway implies,

perhaps unintentionally, that they do not relate to more

routine situations. As ‘difficulty’ is a subjective concept, this

may compromise the ability of an airway management team

to identify the trigger for implementing the guideline. An

emphasis on the core principles of airway management in

both straightforward and challenging situations avoids this

unnecessary distinction. Reinforcing familiarity with safe

practice in everyday settings not only makes recall and

implementation easier during evolving airway crises but

may contribute to prevention of such incidents.

While providers from different disciplines often

practice airway management independently, they may be

called upon to collaborate at short notice in the most

challenging of circumstances. The requirement for airway

practitioners from disparate backgrounds to be able to

work together effectively under stressful circumstances has

Table 1 Domains across which the Project for Universal
Management of Airways (PUMA) guidelines are intended to
be applied.

Domain Examples

Geography Country of practice

Provider Anaesthetists; emergency
physicians; pre-hospital
physicians; intensivists;
neonatologists; paramedics;
surgeons; respiratory
therapists; nurse anaesthetists;
airway assistants (both qualified
and trainees)

Patient Adult; paediatric; obstetric;
trauma; critically ill; requiring
precautions against airborne
pathogen transmission

Context Location Emergencydepartment;
intensive care unit; operating
room; non-operating room
anaesthesia locations (e.g.
radiology; cardiology;
endoscopy); wards, prehospital

Indication Surgery; procedures;
resuscitation; transport;
diagnostic imaging; respiratory
compromise; decreased
conscious state

Urgency Emergency; urgent; elective

Complexity Straightforward; challenging
(both anticipated and
unanticipated)

Intended airway Facemask; supraglottic airway;
tracheal tube; front-of-neck
airway
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been starkly highlighted by the severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus disease-2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic.

It is also apparent in more routine circumstances, however,

particularly when patient, team or situational challenges

complicate airway management. In the absence of a

shared underlying framework for managing the airway,

such interactions can be seriously impeded. Having

distinct guidelines for providers practising in different

clinical situations may also contribute to the development

of silos between disciplines and risks promoting tribalism

by reinforcing the idea that the principles of airway

management fundamentally differ in each of these

contexts [9]. Options phrased as ‘waking’ the patient [8,

11] in anaesthesia-oriented guidelines may conceal the

applicability of the broader principle to which such

statements refer, in contexts where return to full

consciousness is less likely or not possible. This is

particularly so when ‘waking’ is linked to actions such as

‘cancelling surgery’ [8] with the implication that the

impending requirement for airway management can be

circumvented, an option typically unavailable in critically

unwell patients. As a result, when referring to such

guidelines, the opportunity and value of restoring the

patient’s ability to maintain their own airway and

ventilation, even temporarily, may be underappreciated by

disciplines exclusively involved in emergency airway

management, leading this to be dismissed as ‘never an

option for us’. Even within a specialty, practitioners

working as airway assistants may be unfamiliar with the

decision-making algorithms employed by the airway

operators working alongside them.

Airway practitioners from a given clinical background

also commonly practice in multiple settings either

contemporaneously or over the course of their career. This

might involve working in different institutions; different

geographical regions; or different contexts for care (e.g. in-

hospital versus retrieval). It is recognised that even within a

given discipline working in a single geographical region,

significant heterogeneity may exist in the algorithms used

for airway management [12, 13]. Standardised practice

improves outcomes [14] and it is reasonable to expect that

creating a mutual template for all episodes of airway

management that encourages consistent practice across all

these domains could improve performance.

Variations in the format of the regional guidelines may

provide another source of confusion. The familiar ‘Plan

ABCD’ nomenclature used in some guidelines [11, 15, 16],

prioritises sequencing over clarity regarding the category of

airway device being attempted. For example, when

addressing airway rescue, reference to ‘Plan B’ in the

Difficult Airway Society guidelines is synonymous with use

of a supraglottic airway [11, 16] whereas ‘Plan B’ in the 2013

Canadian Airway Focus Group Guidelines refers to an

“alternative approach to intubation” [15]. This inconsistency

is even more pertinent in the situation referred to above,

when ‘Plan A’ is to use a supraglottic airway. The broader

impact of variations in terminology between different

guidelines has been discussed in detail elsewhere [9, 13,

17–19].

The geographical specificity of guidelines creates other

challenges. Many countries have not developed their own

national guidelines and the assumption that those from

other regions are readily transferrable ignores

regional differences in processes and resource availability.

Access to pulse oximetry; waveform capnography;

videolaryngoscopy; or even flexible bronchoscopy might

be assumed in most airway management settings in high-

and upper-middle–income countries but recommendations

regarding use of such items in lower-middle–income or

low-income countries may need to be recognised as

aspirational. By enhancing the relevance of

recommendations to current airway practice in these

settings, such an acknowledgment may also provide a

mechanism for airway practitioners in resource-poor

environments to promote access to these technologies in

the future. This aligns with the goals of programs such as the

Global Oximetry Initiative [20] and Global Capnography

Project [21] to create international standards for safe patient

care.

Developing universal principles
The mission of the Project for Universal Management of

Airways (PUMA) is to elucidate a set of principles that are not

only internationally consistent but can be applied by trained

airway practitioners across all disciplines and in all contexts,

during both routine and more challenging episodes of

airway management (Table 1). With the exception of the

context of skill-acquisition (by either fully qualified airway

practitioners or trainees), which may demand judicious

modification of some principles under expert supervision or

in carefully selected patients, the intention is for the PUMA

recommendations to have utility for all airway practitioners.

This includes trainees, particularly when they are practising

independent of direct supervision. Note that while some

principles relating to use of a facemask or supraglottic

airway may be relevant to clinicians with limited airway

experience who are called upon to provide emergency

airway support in the context of urgent resuscitation

situations (e.g. respiratory or cardiac arrest), these

guidelines have not been developed for this purpose.
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Rather they are intended exclusively for use by specially

trained airway practitioners (Table 1) for whom advanced

airwaymanagement forms a regular part of their practice.

To address the complete scope of airway management

scenarios encompassing both elective and emergency

situations, a universal resource must be applicable

regardless of the intended airway (facemask; supraglottic

airway; tracheal tube; or front-of-neck airway), the initial

airway (e.g. facemask ventilation before tracheal intubation)

or the sequence in which rescue attempts aremade if airway

management becomes challenging. A traditional linear

algorithm cannot accomplish this. Furthermore, identical

approaches cannot be advocated in all contexts. Different

patient populations are predisposed to requiring certain

interventions (e.g. rapid sequence intubation) while some

interventions are often impractical in particular scenarios

(e.g. awake tracheal intubation in children; deferring airway

management in emergency situations). Conversely,

variations in skill, resources and other factors may result in

airway practitioners legitimately adopting different

approaches despite being faced with similar patient-related

challenges. Finding common ground between these varied

contexts on which to base universal recommendations is

less reliant on making compromises than on understanding

the reasons behind such distinctions. It is the principles of

management and not the specific interventions undertaken

in a particular clinical circumstance that must be

standardised. Accordingly, while emphasising consistent

principles, a universal airway resource must retain the

flexibility to allow variations in practice in different contexts

based on good clinical judgement. The PUMA guidelines

aim to be a unifying resource that complements, rather than

competes, with the existing guidelines.

Human factors (ergonomics) refers to the science of

understanding and optimising the interactions between

humans and other elements in a system [22]. Non-technical

(‘teamwork’) skills represent only one component of this

area of study [23]. In recognition of the importance of

human factors considerations to safe airway management

[23–26] and their interplay with technical issues, statements

on this area stand alongside those addressing the technical

aspects of airway management in relation to each topic

covered, rather than being relegated to a discrete human

factors section.

The PUMA guidelines will be presented across five

separate documents as outlined in Table 2.

Limits on scope
The primary goal of PUMA is to reconcile apparent conflicts

and identify consensus among the existing guidelines. As

such, in areas such as awake tracheal intubation and airway

emergencies occurring in patients with existing

tracheostomies/laryngectomies, for which only a limited

number of dedicated guidelines exist [27, 28], statements

are confined to addressing gaps in the existing

recommendations or providing comments to facilitate their

universal application. For more detailed information in

relation to these areas, readers are referred to the original

guidelines. Recommendations in relation to fasting,

tracheostomy care, lung isolation or mandatory equipment

lists are beyond the scope of this project.

While standardisation of the terminology used in airway

management represents an important area [17], the diverse

language used in the existing guidelines [3, 13] provided

little basis for identifying consensus. Formulating universal

terminology requires a methodology distinct from that

adopted for this project. As such, the PUMAguidelines have

used the dominant legacy terms from the literature

whenever possible, only introducing novel terms in select

cases when it was considered that legacy terms were

unsatisfactory due to their potential to compromise the

clarity of communication and impact the safety or efficacy of

patient care. Use of legacy terms perceived to predispose to

divergence of the language of the academic literature from

that most suited to clinical practice has also been avoided.

All key terms used in the PUMA guidelines are defined in an

online PUMA glossary (https://www.UniversalAirway.

org/glossary) which will be available once the final

manuscripts are published. Each term in the glossary is

supplemented by a list of any other terms in common use in

the literature that the PUMA working group would consider

equivalent in meaning and comments on their relative

merits as ‘critical language’ [17]. This glossary is intended to

model a desirable template for airway terminology but does

not reflect universal consensus in relation to this. It is hoped

Table 2 Components of the universal airway guidelines.

Part 1: concept andmethods Why andhowwere the
guidelines developed?

Part 2: universal guidelines
for evaluating risks of airway
management

What are the issues?

Part 3: universal guidelines
for airway strategy

What approach shouldbe
used?

Part 4: universal guidelines
for airway rescue

What if things gowrong?

Part 5: universal guidelines
for communication of airway
outcomes

What and how should the
next personbe told?
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it will be a useful resource for future projects attempting to

develop a universal lexicon for airwaymanagement [9].

Methods
The 14-member PUMA working group (https://www.Unive

rsalAirway.org/workinggroup) was assembled in 2016.

Members were selected to ensure representation by widely

published airway clinicians with backgrounds in

anaesthesia, intensive care medicine, emergency medicine

and pre-hospital care from Asia, Australasia, Europe and

North America – regions from which the existing published

guidelines have originated. To complement the working

group, a larger and more diverse advisory group of over 60

individuals was also recruited. The advisory group included

airway assistants; human factors experts; neonatologists;

nurse anaesthetists; surgeons; respiratory therapists; and

Figure 1 Summary flowchart of themethodology used in the development of these guidelines. COVID, coronavirus disease
2019.
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paramedics, as well as incorporating airway practitioners

across multiple disciplines from additional locations,

including Africa and South America (https://www.Universa

lAirway.org/advisorygroup). Many of the working and

advisory group members were contributing authors of the

reviewed guidelines, but for the purposes of this project,

none acted as representatives of their respective societies.

Working group members met on average every

two weeks via videoconference as well as several face-to-

face meetings over a 3-year period from 2017 to 2020. A

quorum required at least 50% of working group members,

including the presence of the executive chair (CH) or project

director (NC) as well as a member representing each of

anaesthesia, intensive care medicine and emergency

medicine. All videoconferences were recorded and made

available for review by theworking groupmembers.

The process for developing the PUMA guidelines (Fig. 1)

conforms to most of the criteria specified in the appraisal of

guidelines research and evaluation checklist [29]. Following

an initial series of meetings to define terms of reference and

methodology, 24 international English-language airway

management guidelines authored by national professional

airway groups and published in peer reviewed journals since

2005 were reviewed (the ‘existing guidelines’ – online

Supporting Information, Appendix S1). A white paper was

drafted listing common themes, recommendations and

decisions identified in these guidelines and specifying areas

of consensus and divergence between them. Issues

addressed by only a minority of the guidelines and areas

where divergent recommendations existed were also noted.

This white paper was used as the basis from which to

generate a series of ‘normalised statements’ articulating

consensus between the guidelines. Wherever divergence was

identified between the existing guidelines, an attempt was

made to delineate a broader unifying principle on which

consensus existed from which to develop a normalised

statement. Finally, working group members were invited to

submit any additional issues that they felt should be

addressed on which the existing guidelines were silent. Using

these and issues in the white paper that were only addressed

by a minority of guidelines, a series of ‘novel statements’ were

also developed.

Following the outbreak of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic,

six additional coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

guidelines relating specifically to airway management in

patients requiring precautions against airborne pathogen

transmission were identified and reviewed (‘COVID-19

guidelines’; online Supporting Information, Appendix S2).

A ‘COVID-19 white paper’ was drafted incorporating these

COVID-19-specific guidelines and reconciled against

previously generated advisory statements to ensure that no

conflicts existed.

There are many areas of airway practice on which

providers seek guidance where evidence for best practice is

lacking or highly context specific. In recognition of this, a

formal process to establish expert consensus among the

PUMA working group on each of these statements was

conducted to supplement the literature review.

Expert consensus process

Over a period of 2 years, statements derived from the

above process were incorporated into detailed, themed

electronic surveys and circulated to working group

members. Agreement was rated on a Likert scale from 1

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Additional free text

comments, including relevant references, could also be

submitted. All responses were reviewed and collated by the

project director and at least one other member of the

working group. On the basis of the feedback provided, the

circulated statements were categorised as ‘accepted’ (mean

Likert score ≥4 and ≥70% of working group members rating

≥4) or ‘requiring further review’. Some statements that

would otherwise have been regarded as accepted

according to Likert scores alone were also subjected to

further review based on the free text comments received or

when a skewed distribution of responses among clinicians

fromdifferent geographies or specialties was observed.

During scheduled videoconferences, statements

requiring review were discussed in an effort to achieve

consensus. This discussion was supplemented by extensive

text-based debate between videoconferences, using email

or electronic collaboration platforms to allow input from

working group members unable to attend a particular

videoconference. Both videoconference and electronic

text-based discussions were moderated by the project

director. Where issues were identified with content or

phrasing, statements were either refined or rejected

according to the consensus of the working group. If

necessary, statements were subjected to repeat rounds of

feedback via the above electronic survey process. When

consensus among the working group could not be reached

or where consensus in the guidelines could not be

identified in relation to a statement (which by definition

included statements on novel areas), the input of advisory

group members was obtained using similar electronic

surveys to those described above before making a final

decision to accept, modify or reject a statement. Even in

areas where the existing guidelines demonstrated

widespread consensus in relation to tracheal intubation,

they were often silent on the same issue in relation to
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facemask ventilation or placement of a supraglottic airway,

necessitating advisory group review. As such, themajority of

statements drafted met these criteria and were subjected to

review by members of the advisory group. All feedback

from the advisory group was reviewed by members of the

working group and any significant discrepancies between

the advisory group opinion and a working group expert

consensus statement prompted further working group

discussion before the decision to accept, reject or modify

the statement was finalised. If the working group

experienced particular difficulty in achieving consensus,

internationally recognised experts in that area, drawn from

the advisory group, were invited to discuss the issue with the

working group at specially convened videoconferences.

The above process yielded expert consensus statements on

areas commonly addressed in guidelines as well as on novel

areas.

Literature reviewprocess

Adirected rather than systematic review of the literature was

conducted. The first component of this process was

performance of a general literature review, directed at

terms related to major airway-related topics and analogous

to that outlined in the methods of many of the existing

guidelines. This was supplemented by a more targeted

literature search, using search terms directed at each

individual expert consensus statement, to evaluate their

validity. The initial literature search was conducted in

December 2018 and repeated periodically until October

2020, incorporating additional search terms relevant to the

targeted component of the review, as expert consensus

statements were generated.

Topics addressed in the existing guidelines [8, 11, 15,

16, 28, 30–54] were taken to be supported by the evidence

on which these guidelines were based. The release of the

2013 ASA guidelines [8] marked the onset of an

acceleration in the publication of airway guidelines, with

between one and seven guidelines being published

annually and only four of the existing guidelines having

been published before this. As such it was determined that

the overwhelming majority of the existing guidelines could

be relied upon to have thoroughly reviewed the literature

before the publication date of papers captured by the

literature review performed for the 2013 ASA guidelines.

Each year beyond this, however, the rapid rate of guideline

publication resulted in a significant decline in the

proportion of the existing guidelines that had reviewed the

more recent literature. Based on a conservative estimate,

this provided an inherited literature review before the start

of 2012 for topics derived from the existing guidelines. For

these topics, the literature search was therefore limited to

articles published from January 2012 to October 2020. For

specific issues on which the existing guidelines were silent

and for which there was therefore no inherited literature

review, however, no restriction was placed on the

publication date for the literature review. The databases

used for literature searches were chosen by individual

reviewers and included Medline; PubMed; EMBASE; Ovid;

ResearchGate; Google Scholar and the Cochrane Central

Register of Controlled Trials.

Topics identified in the white paper as the common

areas addressed by the existing guidelines were assigned to

members of the working group in pairs, comprised where

possible of clinicians with different geographical and

clinical backgrounds. Expert consensus statements were

also categorised according to these topics and provided to

the reviewing pairs. Searches were conducted using terms

chosen by each reviewing pair based on their allocated

topics and the expert consensus statements relevant to

these. In addition to the restrictions on publication date

outlined above, a number of other filters were placed on

searches (online Supporting Information, Appendix S3).

Reviewers were also instructed to hand search the

references of the existing guidelines, as well as any retrieved

airway-related review articles, for papers relevant to their

assigned topics. Articles retrieved that were potentially

relevant to another pair of reviewers were sent to them for

consideration.

The abstracts retrieved were screened by the working

group pairs and relevant full-text articles were retrieved for

review. Additional articles were retrieved by cross-

referencing of articles from both the topic-based and

targeted literature reviews, as well as by hand searching of

references in retrieved articles. Full-text articles were

reviewed using a purpose-generated standardised

template for critical appraisal (online Supporting

Information, Appendix S4) to ensure a consistent process

for critical evaluation of the literature between reviewers.

Where a reviewer was the author of a retrieved paper, it was

referred to the project lead for allocation to an alternate

reviewer. Worksheets containing the results of the literature

review as well as full copies of the papers reviewed were

made available to the whole working group using a file

hosting service. This process produced a detailed review of

the literature in relation to all areas in which the evidence

base of the of the existing guidelines could not be relied

upon. Where literature review identified any areas on which

an expert consensus statement had not previously been

made, a statement was drafted and subjected to the expert

consensus process described above.
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Having independent processes for performing a

general topic-based literature review, determination of

expert consensus on drafted statements and literature-

based evaluation of these statements allowed for

discrepancies between any of these to be readily identified.

This was used as an additional mechanism to identify

potential areas of misinterpretation or bias. Such

discrepancies prompted a process to reconcile them based

on further critical appraisal of the literature via circulation of

the relevant articles and the associated critical appraisal

worksheets to the whole working group for further review.

Specific questions pertinent to the discrepancy were also

posed to relevant members of the advisory group.

Subsequent videoconference debate taking into account

this information was then undertaken by the working group

before arriving at a final statement. From the above

processes, manuscripts were drafted and the advisory

statements therein were categorised according to level of

evidence and strength of recommendation using the

American Heart Association classification system [55].

Areas where evidence is lacking have been highlighted as

potential areas for future research.

A draft of the manuscripts will be distributed to

members of the advisory group, chosen to reflect an

appropriate clinical and geographical diversity, as well

as to representatives of relevant professional airway

organisations for comment. Input will also be sought

from human factors experts in the advisory group. Public

consultation will be undertaken in accordance with the

Royal College of Anaesthetists process for obtaining lay

person review. All feedback will be reviewed by

members of the working group before completion of

the final manuscripts.

Limitations

While every effort was made to ensure the guideline

development process was as robust as possible, a number

of limitations must be acknowledged. First, the working

group is self-selected, anaesthesia-dominated and does not

include representation by practitioners from a number of

clinical disciplines involved in airway management or all

countries.Whilemore diverse than the authorship groups of

most of the existing guidelines, this remains a potential

source of bias. Consultation with the larger and more

diverse advisory group aimed to limit this. Second, no

formal process was adopted for selecting or ensuring

diversity in the advisory group. As such, practitioners from

certain regions and/or clinical disciplines may have been

overlooked, further resulting in bias. Third, while a

structured process was used to generate expert consensus

statements, this involved a customised approach rather than

a formal Delphi technique. Fourth, the development of

expert consensus statements before the targeted literature

review could potentially have biased the evidence

generated from this review. The parallel performance of a

general topic-based literature review and a structured

process for reconciling any conflicts between this and the

expert consensus statements was intended to minimise this.

Fifth, consistent with the methodology of most of the

existing guidelines, a directed rather than structured,

methodologically rigorous systematic review of the

literature was performed. For issues addressed by the

existing guidelines, the literature reviews performed for the

19 existing guidelines published after January 2013 were

relied on as the evidence base before January 2012. Sixth,

the use of impact factor as a filter during the literature search

(online Supporting Information, Appendix S3) could

potentially have excluded relevant papers from lower

impact factor journals. Seventh, challenges in conducting

high-quality research on airway emergencies and lack of

generalisability or flawed methodology of some studies

resulted in gaps in the literature that required some

recommendations to be based on expert consensus rather

than being evidence-based. Finally, for logistical reasons it

will only be feasible to consult withmembers of the public in

the UK, biasing the feedback on a document intended for

international application.

Conclusion
The PUMA guidelines address four core areas: evaluation;

strategy; rescue; and communication of outcomes.

Together, these comprise a comprehensive approach to

airway management. Over a 3-year period, a review of

the existing guidelines and primary literature was

combined with a structured process for achieving expert

consensus, involving consultation with airway practitioners

(both operators and assistants) from a wide spectrum of

clinical and geographical backgrounds worldwide. It is

hoped that providing a single set of guidelines that can

be universally applied across clinical discipline, patient

type, geographical region and context of care will clarify

core management principles, increase opportunities for

shared learning between airway practitioners from

different backgrounds and improve safe and effective

patient care.

Translation of management principles into practice is

recognised by the PUMA working group to be an important

factor in improving safe patient care. A second phase of the

PUMA initiative, directed at developing a free, universally
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accessible education program to train airway management

teams in the implementation of the PUMA guidelines is

planned.

It is hoped that future iterations of the PUMA guidelines

will at minimum involve formal representation from the

national professional airway groups who have produced the

existing guidelines. Ideally, organisations representing

additional disciplines and geographical locations will also

be engaged. The first review is intended to be undertaken

no later than 2030.
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